Digital images like military, medical and quality control images are increasingly stored over cloud server. These images need protection against attempts to manipulate them since manipulations could tamper the decisions based on these images, many approaches have been proposed to protect the privacy of multimedia images over cloud through cryptography, these cryptographic approaches prevent the visibility of image contents but it does not identify if any changes are made on encrypted data by insider attack and cipher-text only attack. In this paper, we proposed to provide authentication, tamper localization, rectification along with privacy preservation of the image using padding extra bit plane for tamper localization, Hash message authentication code (HMAC) algorithm to authentication image, tamper rectification. The proposed algorithm will provide privacy to the image through hiding bit planes.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is used in many areas that requires huge storage, high processing, alternative to local infrastructure by providing third party data centers managed by Cloud Provider, etc. In spite of many advantages Cloud Computing put forth some issues, which are the main subjects of study from security concern are privacy protection, Authentication.
Digital images when stored on cloud are more venerable of manipulation due to the availability of powerful image manipulation software's with minute changes it is almost impossible to Fig.out which is the original and manipulated image. Digital images stored on cloud are accessible to only the cloud service provider there workers or insider of the cloud and the owner of the image. The workers of cloud who have write permission to the image may tamper it maliciously this type of tampering to image by the people in the cloud is an insider attack.
Digital Images stored on the cloud may suffer from insider attack which is one of the most difficult problems in computer security, and indeed in all aspects of real-world security.
The insider attacks are categorized into following two categories [1] Sabotage attacks: An action taken by insiders that cause the results of a processing the images to be incorrect. These kinds of attacks are performed by any agent who is considered to have write permission for images. Data exfiltration: An attack that is characterized as actions by insiders that cause sensitive data to be made available to people that are not authorized to such access.
These attacks can degrade the security of cloud environment to overcome these problems authorities in cloud need to adopt a mechanism that performs authentication and privacy protection of highly sensitive digital images. To protect image privacy and combat unsolicited accesses in cloud by insider attack it need to be encrypted so that it is visually disturbed to protect the privacy of image.
The digital signature approach for image authentication embeds the signature with file in isolation from the original image, so this process demands extra bandwidth to transmit the image and digital signature. To overcome weaknesses of digital signature for content authentication most of the researchers proposed watermarking techniques for digital data authentication. Digital signature and digital watermarking approach for image authentication works by generating digital signature and embedded in image using watermarking [2] . In digital signature, content modification or data manipulation or tampering can be found out. But the location where such alteration has been found is not easy to identified [3] [4] [5] [6] . A combined approach of LSB watermarking method with Enhanced Modified Version of RC6 for encryption scheme to provide content authentication for image compressed as proposed in [7] . A wavelet-based reversible watermarking scheme was proposed to provide secure image authentication in [9] . The hybridization of text and image based authentication suggested for cloud services in [9] . Ascheme based on reversible watermarking to provide authentication along with residue number system [14] . To embed digital signature a 12-bit watermark key will be created from each block of host image which will be embed to last three significant bit of each block [11] . A method that utilizes a rehashing model to overcome easy collisions of the numerous metadata in key space, thereby innovatively enhancing its effectiveness against attacks the scheme embeds image feature values in the LSBs of the original image to protect the content of the image [16] A camera signature retrieved from a JPEG image consisting of information about quantization tables, thumbnails, Huffman codes and EXIF format or theAdobe Photoshop signature these signatures are simple to extract and offer as a method to establishan another way of providing the authenticity of a digital image [12] .
The above methods of watermark embedded in an image and signature extracted from a JPEG image have clear drawbacks. In their propositions, authenticity will not be preserved unless every pixel of the images is unchanged. The watermark usually will be destroyed after manipulation. Authenticity is determined by examining the watermark extracted from the received image [13] .
The reasons for sabotage attack may include personal predispositions, stressful events, to plan or ongoing malicious acts, failed to detect rule violation are analyzed [14] . An insider attack with the cloud is easier to perform as whole image is stored on cloud [15] , [14] and has far greater impact than an attack in a traditionalinfrastructure [17] . A method that provides image compression along with image security uses a combination of EZW for authentication& chaos for security proposed in [19] . An efficient and secure encryption scheme which combines arithmetic coding, both on static and adaptive models, with chaos-based pseudorandom bit generators to perform both lossless compression and encryption of images [20] .
The paper proposed an image authentication algorithm is proposed based on binary pixel value padding for tamper location, detection of presence of tampering is performed by generating digital signature using HMAC authentication algorithm and tamper rectification, which will overcome the problems associated with watermarking. The proposed algorithms provide privacy preservation of image along with authentication.
Rest of the paper is organized with brief review of HMAC in section 2. In section 3, the methodology of our proposed image authentication, tamper localization and rectification algorithm are explained. Section 4 exhibits the examination analysis for results of the proposed method along with the comparison of result with others state of art methods using watermarking. Concluding remarks and future work of proposed method in section 5 along with contribution of proposed method.
THE HMAC FUNCTION
To verifying the integrity and authenticity of images stored on a cloud require a method by which cloud servers may validate the authenticity of images stored in the cloud to check it is unmodified. This authenticity can be performed using Message Authentication Code (MAC) that generate a checksum using Eq.(1).
Let F be indicates a hash function. The HMAC function [23] operates on x inputs of varying length and uses a random string k of length one as its key:
where, k is complementation by adding 0's of k to a full b bit block-size of the iterated hash function, opad and ipad two fixed b-bits constants, is the bitwise Exclusive or operator and the concatenation represented by commas. In Eq.(1), opad is formed by respectively adding b-bit as many times as needed to get a bbit block, and ipad designed with the bytes of SHA-1 (cryptography hash function SHA message authentication of data) these bytes are replicated 64 times.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed image authentication, tamper localization, and rectification algorithm works following stages:
• Code Generation: Authentication code generation through HMAC authentication algorithm.
• Header Attachment: The code generated in code generation phase is attached to the image as header or footer (without performing watermarking) to allow any useful image processing operations to be done if needed directly on image no effect processing result.
• Padding: Each pixel value is padded with extra bits, so that if the image is tempered based on padding bit sequence temper location can be identified.
• Tamper Rectification.
CODE GENERATION
Authentication code provides authenticity to image, if any modifications are performed on image is identified using authentication code generated using algorithm 1. 
PADDING IMAGE WITH EXTRA BIT PLANE
To provide the tamper location images is padded with extra bit plane which is done as follows using Algorithm 2. Step 3: Place extra padding sequence before most significant bits of binary pixel value calculated in Eq. (4) 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In evaluating the proposed image authentication and tamper localization for the cloud using HMAC we took the grayscale test image as the raw image. The original image is shown in Fig.2(a) . The Fig.2(b) shows an stage after authentication code generated and attached to original image by execution of Algorithm 1, this code is used later to authenticate the image. The Fig.2(c) shows the result of Algorithm 2 by padding the original image with extra padding sequence the result of this stage will be stored on cloud as the padded image is also providing privacy by hiding the original contents of image and the result of this stage is used for tamper localization. Finally, Fig.2(d) shows the result of unpadding the padded image. The Proposed image authentication and tamper localization and rectification for the cloud using HMAC provides authentication along with privacy protection by adding additional bit plane by padded image, these pixels with extra padded bit does not reveal any of the features from original image which is not provided by watermarking approach.
To prove the performance of the proposed Tamper localization and rectification scheme regress experiments were conducted on Dataset of gray images of size 512512 of 33 images, ORL data set of gray scale face images of images size 11292 contain 10 categories each contain 40 face images, Flower dataset of 102 Categories each contain 40 images, to show experimental results three 512512 gray images were used as original images Fig.3(a) , tamper Localized images Fig.3(c) and rectified images are shown in Fig.3(d) . The padded images shown in Fig.3(b) (9) where, n and m are dimensions of image, P is the original image, Q is the noisy approximation. irrespective of tamper size, a 0.02% of error may be generated if attacker is familiar with the authentication strategy and using and follows the same padding sequence. To the best of our knowledge the proposed method provide high tamper detection accuracy, Image rectification is performed without watermarking as if image is tampered the watermark also changes.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed authentication algorithm has satisfied all the general requirements that essential for any authentication system like sensitivity, robust, Localizable, Recoverable, Security through encryption, Portability, Complexity. The Proposed scheme provide a solution for sabotage attack, if any insider attacks appears on image as no visual feature are visible, so tampering is not based on modification to interest point. If tampering occurs image authentication algorithm identifies the image is tamper and follows tamper localization and rectification. As a research work the proposed scheme can be implemented for color images. 
